EXHIBIT A—EXHIBIT OPPORTUNITIES

EXHIBIT A
Exhibit Opportunities

*ALL exhibit spaces come with:
- Pipe and drape
- One (1) 6’ draped and skirted table (a Premium booth space comes with two [2] tables)
- Two (2) chairs (a Premium booth space comes with four [4] chairs)
- One (1) wastebasket (a Premium booth space comes with two [2] wastebaskets)
- Carpeting
- An ID sign
- Free Wi-Fi

*Electricity, Wi-Fi needs and other equipment, lead retrieval, and booth furnishings not provided above will need to be ordered from the Exhibitor Services Kit.

PREMIUM EXHIBIT SPACES – PURPLE COLOR (10’ X 20’)

$7,000 Corporate Members
$8,500 All Others

- Exhibitors are able to place an item of their choosing (flyer/promotional item) in the Event bag for no extra charge. LCI is not responsible for getting/tracking your item to the Event
- Exhibitors have the opportunity to present a live webinar before the Congress to LCI in its entirety for no additional charge and have it recorded and available for viewing on the LCI Congress website
  *All pre-Congress webinars will be scheduled from July 15 – September 28, 2018. (No webinars will be scheduled Jul. 28-Aug. 9)
- Exhibitors will receive a list of conference attendees one (1) month prior to and within two (2) weeks after the Event
- Exhibitors will be provided a listing in the LCI Congress app with a logo and 75-word company description
- Exhibitors will be recognized with their name/logo on all LCI printed literature, including program, LCI website, Congress emails and LCI Update
- One (1) complimentary registration for Congress Days (Wed – Thu)
  **One (1) complimentary exhibit booth only pass
      These passes do not allow the attendee to go to any sessions or trainings except for general sessions on Wed morning and Thu afternoon
  **Extra exhibit booth only passes are available for $175/each
      ALL meals for exhibitors will be available for purchase from food vendors in the exhibit hall

EXHIBITOR PACKAGE CUSTOMIZATION: 

DELUXE EXHIBIT SPACES – BLUE COLOR (10’ X 10’)

$6,000 Corporate Members
$7,500 All Others

- Exhibitors have the opportunity to provide a pre-recorded video about their company/product (30 minutes or less) for no additional charge and have it available for viewing on the LCI Congress website
*To present a live webinar before Congress to LCI in its entirety for an additional cost of $500
*All pre-Congress webinars will be scheduled from July 15 – September 28, 2018. (No webinars will be scheduled Jul. 28-Aug. 9)
- Exhibitors will receive a list of conference attendees one (1) month prior to and within two (2) weeks after the Event
- Exhibitors will be provided a listing in the LCI Congress app with a logo and 75-word company description
- Exhibitors will be recognized with their name/logo on all LCI printed literature, including program, LCI website, Congress emails and LCI Update
- One (1) complimentary registration for Congress Days (Wed – Thu)
  **One (1) complimentary exhibit booth only pass.
  *These passes do not allow the attendee to go to any sessions or trainings except for general sessions on Wed morning and Thu afternoon
  **Extra exhibit booth only passes are available for $175/each
  ALL meals for exhibitors will be available for purchase from food vendors in the exhibit hall

EXHIBITOR PACKAGE CUSTOMIZATION: ____________________________

________STANDARD EXHIBIT SPACES – WHITE COLOR (10’ X 10’)
- $4,500 Corporate Members
- $6,000 All Others
- Exhibitors have the opportunity to provide a pre-recorded video about their company/product (30 minutes or less) for no additional charge and have it available for viewing on the Congress website
- Exhibitors will receive a list of conference attendees one (1) month prior to and within two (2) weeks after the Event
- Exhibitors will be provided a listing in the LCI Congress app with a logo and 75-word company description
- Exhibitors will be recognized with their name/logo on all LCI printed literature, including program, LCI website, Congress emails and LCI Update
- One (1) complimentary registration for Congress Days (Wed – Thu)
  **One (1) complimentary exhibit booth only pass.
  *These passes do not allow the attendee to go to any sessions or trainings except for general sessions on Wed morning and Thu afternoon
  **Extra exhibit booth only passes are available for $175/each
  ALL meals for exhibitors will be available for purchase from food vendors in the exhibit hall

EXHIBITOR PACKAGE CUSTOMIZATION: ____________________________

For more information about exhibit opportunities for the 2019 LCI Annual Congress, please contact:

Ilene Goldberg
Manager, Membership & Corporate Engagement
(703) 785-9087
igoldberg@leanconstruction.org

If you’d like to contract for an exhibit space, please include your preferred booth number in your email.